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The Pioneer Mountains are in southwest Montana approximately

45 ke southwest of Butte. The momtains are caiposed mainly of

the Pioneer batholith which intrudes Thanerozoic sedimentary rocks and

allochthonous Precambrian metasedimentaxy rocks. This investigation

was conducted on three areas of molybdenite mineralization, Pear Lake,

Armor Creek, and Odel]. lake, which fon a northwest-trending belt

across the Pioneer Mountains.

Oxygen and hydrogen isotope studies were combined to evaluate the

character and extent of the mineralizing fluids in each area.

Isotopic analyses of mineral separates from the plutonic host rocks

yield quartz-alkali feldspar and quartz-biotite mineral fractionations

that range from -0.5 to 1.8°Io and from 4.8 to 6.l0!., respectiVely.

Fractionations between the mineral pairs do not suggest the presence

of meteoric fluids or a halo representing a large hydrothermal system

at depth at either Pear Lake, Armor Creek, or Odell Lake. In ad-
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dition, whole rock oxygen isotope analyses of Precambrian metaseci-

imentary rocks from Armor Creek and Odell Lake are isothpically

unaltered, with the exception of a. sample from the breccia at Armor

Creek. This restriction of isotopic effects to the area of visible

alteration further supports the idea of limited hycirothennal cir-

culation.

Hydrogen and oxygen isotope analyses of vein minerals indicate that

the mineralizing fluid of all three areas was isotopically similar

with SD = -43 to -23°i. and 1O = +4.5 to +7.00/00. Calculations

suggest that the mineralizing fluid in all three areas is of itiagmatic

origin.

Temperatures of mineralization calculated from oxygen isotope

fractionations of quartz and magnetite from mineralized veins suggest

that vein lacennt occulTed at 420 ± 100 C at Pear Lake and 490 ±

l C at Odell Lake.

Heating and freezing data from fluid inclusions in mineralized

quartz veins at Pear Lake suggest that a mineralizing fluid of low

salinity (6 %) was trapped at a pressure of "2 kbar. Limited data

from the Odell lake area suggest a more complex fluid history and

higher salinity.

Available4 O r age-spectrum dates (Snee, 1982, and unpublished

data) for hornblende arid biotite samples suggest very slow cooling of

the Uphill Creek pluton toward the center of the batholith and

westward fran the Pear Lake area. Age-spectrum dates fran hydro-

thermal muscovites indicate that mineralization took place at 67.9

0.3 Ma at Pear Lake, 67.7 * 03 Ma at Anir Creek and 66.2 * 0 3 Ma at

Odell Lake. Partial resetting of only those biotite samples that



occur directly in the area of mineralization suggests that mineral-

ization took place after the host pluton bad cooled to below 280° C,

and that mineralizing fluids were not widespread.

The conclusions reached through the coithined use of oxygen,

hydrogen and r isotopic tecliniques suggest that (1) mineral-

ization at Pear Lake was the result of a weak, shortlived, restricted

hydrotheniial systn, (2) there were at least two events of widespread

brecciation at Annor Creek and during mineralization, fluids were

restricted to the areas of visible alteration, and (3) the spatially

separated mineralized veins and breccias in the Odell Lake area are

not part of a laige unexposed hydrothermal system at depth.
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A Cined 0/ 0 and D/H Isotopic Study of

Molybdenite Mineralization at Pear Lake and Related Areas in the
Pioneer Batholith, Southwest Montana.

The results of many investigations of hydrothermal mineral deposits

irdicate that economic mineralization is related to large, long-lived,

superposed, or successive, fluid systems (Barnes, 1979; Lowell and

Guilbert, 1970; O'Neil and Silbexman, 1974; Snee et al., 1986; Taylor,

1968, 1974, 1978, 1979; D.E. White, 1968; W.H. White, 1981). There-

fore, iortant considerations in evaluating a potential mineral

deposit are the size, duration, and type of fluid system(s) existing

at the time of mineralization. Many investigations have successfully

used ygen and hydrogen isotopic signatures to identify the size and

to separate the different episodes of a mineralizing system (Criss and

Taylor, 1983; Hall et al., 1974; Obmoto and Rye, 1970, 1974; O'Neil

and Silberman, '1974; Sheppard et al, 1971; Sheppard and Taylor,

1974). Recently, Snee et al. (1986) used the 40Ar/39r dating

technique to accurately determine the duration and difference in age

between separate pulses of mineralization in the Panesqueira tin-

tungsten deposit in Portugal. This investigation ccnthines both 'oxygen

and hydrogen isotopic techniques to determine the character and extent

of mineralizing fluids associated with a group of stockwork molybdenum

prospects in the Pioneer Mountains, southwestern Montana (Fig. 1).

The nature and genesis of the mineralizing systems are further

constrained by comparing muscovite 40Ar?9r age-spectrum dates

of mineralization with the cooling history of the spatially related

Pioneer batholith.
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Figure 1. Lccation nap of n].ybderiunt mineralization in
the Pioneer Mountains, Montana (adapted frau Berger et
al., 1983).
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Mineralization in the Pear Lake area of the Pioneer Mountains,

Montana, was chosen as the focus of this investigation because of the

presence of: (1) stockwork molybdenite-bearing veins, (2) anomalously

high values of molybdenum in rock-chip and streain-sediinent sanles

(Pearson et al., 1983), (3) excellent exposure, and (4) homogeneity of

the host rock. The conination of excellent exposure and homogeneous

host rock should allow a less complicated interpretation of the size,

duration, and fluid composition of the mineralizing system at Pear

Lake, as well as aid in interpretation of data fran the nearby Armor

Creek and Odell Lake molybdenum systems.

Previous investigations of major mineral systems have shown that

fluids associated with mineralization may be of a niagmatic, meteoric,

sedimentary, or metamorphic origin (see reviews by Taylor, 1974, 1979

and White et aL, 1981). In order to accurately evaluate the isotopic

character and extent of the fluids associated with mineralization in

the Pioneer Mountains, fluids from the potential sources immst have a

distinct isotopic signature. Investigations of volcanic and igneous

rocks have yielded uniform values of I and SD (Taylor, 1979).

Primary maginatic waters are thus defined as fluids in equilinrhnu with

these "normal" magmatic rocks at high temperatures and 6180 and SD are

calculated to be +5.5 to +10°/a, and -50 to -85°f.., respectively. The

8180 and SD values of meteoric water vary systematically with eleva-

tion and latitude and are related by the equation:

SD = l0°Ico+ 8 (8180)

(Craig, 1961). The estimated SD composition of meteoric water in

southwest Montana during the time of mineralization in the Pioneer

Mountains was -90 to -120°!.. (Sheppard et al., 1969; Lawrence, 1970;
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arid Sheppard arid Taylor; 1974). The calculated &18O value of meteoric

waters range from -12 to 16°/oo. The SD arid & 8o of sedinentaxy

waters are highly variable (Taylor, 1979) but the geology of the

Pioneer Mountains prec1es a source of large voitmies of trapped

sedlinentazy waters that could be associated with large, mineral-

bearing hydrothermal systems. This study is based on a ccmined

oxygen arid hydrogen isotopic investigation of mineral separates from

mineralized veins ai associated host rocks. Vein minerals (quartz,

muscovite, az magnetite), mineral separates from altered arid

unaltered host rock (quartz, hornblerxle, alkali feldspar, and

biotite), and whole rock samples were analyzed. The data have

been used to evaluate the isotopic composition, source, arid extent of

nlybdentun-bearing fluids associated with mineralization in the

Pioneer Mountains.

Snee (1982) used 40r/39r age-spectrum data to evaluate the
thermal history of the Pioneer batholith. In addition, 40Ar/r

data from hydrothermal inusoovites (Snee, unpublished data) constrain

the tise period within which mineralization occurred. The information

provided by these investigations has been used to evaluate the therral
condition of the host rock during ç1acement of mineral-bearing

fluids.
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The Pioneer Mountains are in southwestern Montana approximately 45

kin southwest of Butte, Montana (Fig. 1). They are divided into two

north-south trending ranges, the eastern and, western Pioneer

Mountains, which are roughly equal in size (545 kin2) but are diinct-

ly different in physiography and litbology. The western Pioneer

Mountains are rolling, tree-covered mountains which vary in elevation

fran 158 Sin to 2893m and are composed of allochthonous Precambrian

ntasediinentaxy rocks of the Nissoula and Helena Groups of the Belt

Supergroup and intrusive ases of the Pioneer batholith. Conversely,

the eastern Pioneer Mountains are a rugged, glaciated, alpine terrain

which vary front 1,830m to 3400in in elevation and are composed predom-

inantly of plutonic rocks of the Pioneer batholith and I1anerozoic

sedimentary rocks ( Myers, 1952; Snee, 1978, 1982; Zen, 1975, 1977).

Early geologic reconnaissance of the Pioneer Mountains was pub-

lished by Karlstran (1948) and Myers (1952). More detailed invest-

igations of the geology of the Pioneer batholith and surrounding

country rocks was completed by Zen (1975, 1977) and Snee (1978, 1982,

and 1983). Geach (1972) catiled existing data on the mines and

mineralization in the Pioneer Mountains. Mineral-resource studies

conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. &reau of Mines

have indicated areas of potential economic mineralization (Berger

et al., 1983; Pearson et al., 1983). Results from those studies

indicate high-exploration potential for stockwork molybdenum deposits

in the areas of Black Lion, Elkhorn, and Odell Lakes and mec3±.mi- to

high-potential for the Jacobson Meadows, Armor Creek, Stone Horse,

Pear Lake and Crystal Park areas (Fig. 1). Recently, several of these
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iineralized areas were the focus of exploration and drilling by a

number of different mining companies. The Canniivan Gulch mine is

located two ks east of the Black Lion prospect in the Pioneers

(Fig. 1), but is outside the area of wilderness classification,

and is the only area explored sufficiently to be considered poten-

tially viable for mining (R. W. Hannidtt, personal communication,

1984 ).

Geology of the Pioneer Mountains

The late Cretaceous Pioneer batholith comprises numerous composite

plutons that were intruded into aflochthonous Precambrian Belt

metasecthnentaxy rocks and ltmanerozoic sediiuentazy rocks. The plutons

range in composition from hornblerxle gabbro to niuscovite-biotite

granite. Based on 4r/r age-spectrum dates on biotite, horn-

blende, and muscovite, the entire Pioneer batbolith was emplaced

between 83 and 65 Ma (Snee, 1983). Snee (1982) separated the bath-

olith into three intrusive stages, Early Mafic, Main, and Late Felsic,

composed of seven intrusive groups (Fig. 2). The subdivisions are

supported by discrete breaks in isotopic ages for the individual

groups. The following discussion is based primarily on chemical,

petrolciic and field investigations by Snee (1978, 1982) and Zen

(1975, 1977).

The Early Mafic stage is daninantly hornblende gabbro and is

exposed in two localities, Garret Hill and Big Hole Gorge, both

in the eastern Pioneer Mountains. These intrusive rocks are medium-

th coarse-grained, dark grey-green gathro 1aced between 80-83 Ma.

In the western Pioneer Mountains, the Early Mafic stage is found only
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x-Age Precambrian rocks.

- Y-Age Precambrian belt rocks.

aner0ZOiC Sediintary rocks.

Early Mafic stage (E) plutonic rocks.

I1 Main stage (M) plutoriic rocks.

Late Felsic stage (L) plutonic rocks

Tertiary volcanic rocks

Figure 2. Geology of the Pioneer Mountains, southwest Montana
(adapt frau Snee, 1982).
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as fixie-grained dioritic inclusions and roof pendants within later

intrusions of the Pioneer batholith.

The Main stage is divided into three groups: Pre-main, Main,

and late. The Pre-inain includes small, isolated intrusions of

tonalitic to ajartz dioritic ccuiposition. The two largest intrusions

are the tonalites at Pattengail Creek and Foo].hen Mountain: both are

an the western Pioneer Mountains. Smaller isolated intrusive bodies

and roof pendants are exposed in the northeastern portion of the

Pioneer Mountains. wherever contacts are observed, Pre-rnain group

plutons are older than Main group plutons; içlaceanent ages range from

76-79 Ma. The Main group crises the granodiorite of Uphill Creek

and several small isolated intrusive bodies in the northeastern

portion of the batholith. The Uphill Creek pluton dominates the

lithology of the eastern Pioneer Mountains and comprises up to 20

percent of the exposed rock in the western Pioneer Mountains; the

total outcrop accounts for nre than 50 percent of entire Pioneer

batbolith. In the western Pioneer Mountains the pluton is exposed

along a west-northwest-trending lineanEnt that is concordant with a

pre-existing regional fracture pattern. The Uphill Creek pluton is

grey, medium-grained, massive, hornblende-biatite granodiorite,

emplaced between 74.5 and 76.5 Ma. The Late group plutons have been

further sub-divided into two groups: late group A and Late group

B. Both groups consist of small- to nium-sized intrusions. The

Late group A are composed primarily of two plutons, the granites of

Greying Lake and Shoestring Creek. Both plutons are grey, medium- to

coarse-grained biotite granites. Contacts with the Main group

are both gradational and sharp; iplacement occurred between 72.0
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and 74.5 Ma. Late group B plutons cprise a series of small plutons

that, with the exception of one, are exposed along a west-northwest

trend through the center of the batholith. The plutons are all grey,

inedium-grained biotite granodiorte except for the blue-grey, por-

phyritic, biotite-bearing Torrey Mountain tonalite. Where observed,

contacts between the Main group and Late group A plutons are sharp and

the Main group is older, late group B plutons were enlaced between

71.0 and 72.5 Ma.

The late Felsic stage is divided into two groups: Porphyry and

Felsic. The Porphyry Group, consisting of nimrous, small, isolated

plutons, dikes and intrusion breccias, coxrrises rhyolite and thyo-

dacite porphyry, "quartz eye" granite porphyry, and granite pe-

matite. Contacts with older groups are sharp or are bordered by a

thin zone of intrusion breccia. AU exposures of this group, except

for two small rhyolite porphyries at Old Tim eek and Shaw Mountain,

occur in the sama west-northwest-trending belt across the center of

the batholith as the late Group B plutons. Estimates of the age of

enpLacnt of Porphyry group are between 69.5 and 72.0 Ma. The last

stage of igneous activity within the Pioneer batholith is represented

by the Felsic group, which consists of five small plutons of ituis-

covite-biotite granodiorite and sane small puatite veins.

Observed contacts are sharp and eulacuent occurred between 65.0

and 67.0 Na. Pegmatites associated with the Felsic group crosscut

pxnatites from the Porphyry group; thus pegmatite en1acsment

occurred during two separate events.

Earlier investigation suggested that the Pioneer batholith was the

result of continuous magmatic fractionation from a single parent.
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However, ongoing investigations suggest that a heterogeneous source

provided magma for different plutons within the batholith (Snee,

unpublished data).

Mineralization and Alteration in the Pioneer Mountains

Molybdenum mineralization in the Pioneer Mountains is typical of

the fluorine-deficient nlybdentnn deposits described by Theodore and

Menzie (1984). Molybdenum mineralization has been separated into two

distinct events on the basis of age, location, and style of mineral-

ization (Berger et al., 1983; Snee, unpublished data). The first

group of lybdeiun porphyry systems occurs roughly within a north-

west-trending belt through the central portion of the batholith. The

belt is outlined by high-angle faults and anomalous anmts of silver

and gold. Porphyry systema within this belt such as Odell Lake, Arnr

Creek, Crystal Park, and Paar Lake (Fig. 1) are characterized by

the presence of both intrusive and intrusion breccia, sulfide-bearing.

stoc3cwork veins, and quartz-sericite alteration. Mineralization and

alteration appear to be located at the intersection of high-angle

faults that trend both north-northeast and west-northwest. The

4o39
age-spectrum dates from hydrothermal imiscovite samples

average 68 Ma and sha', a slight decrease in age fran the southeast to

the northwest that apparently correlates with the cooling history of

the Pioneer batholith (see section on 40Ar/39Ar age-spectrum dating).

The second group of porphyry systems, located to the north of the

belt, are Stone Horse, Black Lion, and Cannivan Gulch and contain

potentially economic mineralization (Fig. 1). Mineralization is

confined to sulfide-bearing stockwork veins, but pervasive argillic
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alteration is present and brecciation is absent. Muscovite ages of 63

Ma for all three areas within the second group are distinctly younger

than those of the northwest- trending belt. Ftzrther, the mineral-

ization is younger than the latest intrusive phase of the Pioneer

batholith.

This investigation concentrates on mineralization and alteration at

Pear Lake, but data and a brief sunmiary of mineralization and alter-

ation of the riir Creek and Odell Lake itlybdenunt systems within the

northwest-trending belt will be presented for the porpose of dis-

cussion.

Pear Lake. The Pear Lake nl'bdenum prospect (M-i, Fig. 3)

is exposed in a glacial cirque at the base of Torrey Mountain (3344m),

one of the highest rtuntains in the State of Montana. Host rocks at

Pear Lake are dominated by the Uphill Creek pluton. In sharp contact

with the Uphill Creek pluton is the Torrey Mountain tonalite exposed

for over 16 square ]u on the flanks of Torrey Mountain. Roof pendants

and inclusions of the granodiorite of Uphill Creek are canmn in the

Torrey Mountain tonalite. Aplites, leucogranites, and pmatites,

cmn throughout the batholith, are locally present at Pear Lake.

They are camposed primarily of quartz, plagioclase and alkali feldspar

with minor itafic phases. The leucogranite forms high-angle dikes

and irregular bodies up to a mile in length. A small intrusive

breccia is exposed on the north flank of Highboy Mountain, south

of Pear take. The structure in the area is dominated by a

N50-80 E fault and fracture system that pre-dates mineralization.

Mineralization at Pear Lake is confined to steeply dipping north-
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Qls, Qtg, Qtd, (Quaternary) Loose sand gravel and cobble
Qa, Qm in the form of talus, landslide debris, and

moraines along hillsides and adjacent to
valley bottoms.

QTd (Quaternary to Tertiary) Diainicton.

fldc (Tertiary or Cretaceous) Grancdiorite of
1little Creek.

(cretaceous) Alaskite.

tt (Cretaceous) Tonalite of Torrey Mountain.

Ko (Cretaceous) Granodiorite of Odell Lake.

Ksh (Cretaceous) Granodiorite of Shoestring
Creek.

(Cretaceous) Granodiorite of Uphill Creek.

b, Kfm (Cretaceous) Tonalites of Foolben Ridge.

Pal (Pennsylvanian) Amsden Formation (?).

Yin, Yith, Yi (Middle Proterozoic) Undifferentiated
Missoula Belt Supergroup.

Figure 3. Geology of the Pioneer Mountains along the
northwest-trending belt of molybdenum porphyry
prospects (adapted from Berger et al., 1983,
Pearson and Zen, 1985, and Snee, 1978,1982)
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east-trending quartz veins and fractures which are unconmn1y exposed

on the floor and walls of the cirque. Quartz veins range from 0.5 cm

to 1 In in width, are commonly barren, and tend to pinch and swell.

Veins dip steeply and are in sharp contact with the wall rock.

Ernplacnt of the veins was controlled by a pre-existing, northeast-

trending fault and fracture systen resulting in parallel veins.

Alteration and mineralization are confined predominantly to the Uphill

eek granodiorite pluton. At Anchor take, the concentration of

mineralized veins are characteristic of a weak stockwork and alter-

ation envelopes overlap to form weak pervasive argilhic alteration.

Primary sulfide minerals consist of iilybdenite and chalcopyrite

with minor sphalerite and. galena. Gangue minerals include pyrite,

hiatite, arid niagnetite with supergene oxidation confined to small

veinlets arid fractures. Detailed work by Willis (1978) described a

possible zonation of mineralization arid alteration in the veins,

typical of copper-no].ybdenum porphyry systems, radially outward from

Anchor Lake towards the walls of the cirque. Higher molybdenite

concentrations are served in the center and decrease outward;

whereas concentrations of copper arid lead minerals increase away from

the center of the syst9n.

Molybdenite mineralization occurs in three ways: rosettes up to 6

cm across, fine-grained disseminated particles within the quartz vein,

or smeared out along fractures. Molybdenite may constitute up to five

percent of a vein in small localized areas, but the majority of the

veins contain less than one percent visible itlybdenite, and many are

barren. Chalcopyrite co-exists with uclybdenite outside zones of

anomalously high molybdenite concentrations at Anchor Lake or with
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sphalerite arid galena farther out on the walls of the cirque. Visible

concentrations of galena or chalcopyrite are not significant despite

anomalously high values of copper frOm stream sediment samples

reported by Pearson et al. (1983).

Hydrothermal alteration is confined to narrow envelopes surrounding

quartz veins and grades rapidly outward into unaltered Uphill Creek

granodiorite. Observed alteration is typical of the phyllic arid

argihic asemblages of Lowell and GuiThert (1970). The potassic and

prrlittc assb1ages are virtually absent, although minor, secondary

alkali feldspar arid biotite appear as small clusters, which are

normally directly associated with molybdenite mineralization. The

phyllic zone is in direct contact with quartz veins arid is ccm'iposed

predominantly of hydrothermal muscovite (coarse-grained white mica),

pyrite, arid quartz. Finer grained sericite and coarser muscovite per-

vasively replace both plagioclase arid alkali feldspar in envelopes 1

to 10 cu in width. The phyhlic assemblage grades directly outward

into an advanced argihic phase, shown by a decrease in alteration of

primary alkali feldspar. This in turn grades into an argillic phase

conosed mainly of kaolinite arid quartz (Willis, 1978). Argihic

alteration occurs in the steeply dipping, northeast-trending faults

throughout the batholith. Propylitic alteration is not observed in

direct association with mineralization; however, it is associated with

the breccia on the side of Highboy mountain. The breccia and walirock

have been altered locally to chlorite, epidote, calcite, and quartz.

Brecciation and alteration were controlled by the sama pre-existing

high-angle fault and fracture system that controlled mineralization at

Anchor Lake.
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rrtr Creek. The Armor Creek moldenum prospect (M-2, Fig. 3) is

exposed on a tree-covered ridge overlooking Anderson Meadows in the

western Pioneers. Uphill Creek granodiorite and allochthonous Pre-

cambrian metasedthnentary rocks of the Mt. Shields Formation are in

fault contact with the mineralized breccia to the southwest and

northeast, respectively. Mineralization and brecciation occur at the

juncture of two sub-parallel, northwest-trending, high-angle faults

with a. northeast-trending, high-angle fault. Thplac&t along the

northerrmst northwest-trending fault is a small Late group A biotite

granodiorite pluton.

The molybdenum systan at Armor Creek is a laige composite breccia

with at least two recognised episodes of brecciation. The host is

Precambrian metasecthnentary rocks of the Mt. Shields Formation. The

first episode of brecciation consists of weak stockwork of fractures

and sulfide-bearing quartz veins. A quartz-sericite alteration

envelope surrnds the veins arid grades quickly outwax into weakly

pervasive argihic alteration, whith can be mapped for over three

square km. The later episode of brecciation is located in the center

of the earlier brecciation (Fig. 3). The matrix consists of up to 50

percent milky-white quartz with disseminated sulfides. Chests are

prinantly matasedimantary rocks, with minor amounts of the

earlier breccia, and rare occurrences porphyritic rhyolite.

Molybdenite occurs as small rosettes or is disseminated throughout the

quartz matrix and veins. Alteration is predominantly quartz-sericite

and is pervasive; locally alteration bee a griesen-like appearance.

Clasts of inetasedimentary rocks are argilhicahly altered. Hsmatite

and jarosite stains are prominent on outcrops due to supergene
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oxidation arid weathering.

Odell Lake. The Odell Lake area is at the base of Ocleil Mountain

and exterxls frau OdeU Lake in the southeast to Baldy Lake in the

northeast (M-3 and, Fig. 3). Exposure is lhnited due to glacial

till and vegetation. Geology is daiinated by allochthonous inetased-

irnentary rocks and small plutons of the Pioneer batholith. Mineral-

ization at Odeil Lake is present as (1) small localized intrusive and

intrusion breccias in the vicinity of Baldy Lake (M-4) and (2) quartz

veins arid a small intrusive breccia in the vicinity of Schwinegar arid

Odell Lakes (M-3) (Fig. 3). The intrusive arid intrusion breccias at

Baldy Lake were also iplaced in metasedimentary rocks, while the

intrusion breccia was emplaced along the contact between a small

Late group B pluton arid the metasediinentaxy rocks. The quartz

vein at Schwinegar Lake is emplaced along the contact between metased-

imentary rocks and Late group B biotite granodiorite of Cdell Lake.

The intrusion breccia southeast of Baldy Lake, contains only

minor visible alteration and mineralization, but is correlated

with anomalously high values of copper arid nlybdenum in stream

sediments (Berger et al., 1983). The intrusion breccia grades

Outward into unaltered metasedimnentazy rocks on all sides. The

intrusive breccia, northwest of Baldy Lake, is pipelike, less than 50m

in diameter, and is associated with a large silica cap. The silica cap

is composed of milky-white quartz arid contains no visible mineral-

ization. The breccia is composed of clasts of metasedintaxy rocks

in a quartz matrix. Molybdenite occurs as small rosettes or is

disseminated throughout the quartz matrix. Alteration is quartz-
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pyrite-sericite arid is pervasive throughout the breccia, but grades

rapidly into unaltered metasedi.inentary rocks on the edge of the

brecciation.

The quartz vein, located at Schwinegar Lake, is 1 0 to 1.5 m

across, and is the location of the Ibex mine. The vein crosscuts

both nietasedimentaxy rocks and the Odell Lake Pluton.

Mineralization consists of lybdenite, chalcopyrite, and galena.

Gangue minerals are pyrite and magnetite. Alteration is confined

to a large envelope 5 to 10 in in width, surrounding the quartz

vein. Quartz-sericite alteration varies from 10 to 20 cm in width and

grades outward into a zone of argillically altered host rock. The

argillic alteration grades outward into, arid is overprinted by a zone

of weak propylytic alteration.
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Water has been recognised as the dominant constituent in many

ore-forming systems. The ability to recognize the sources of a fluid

is fundamental to the understanding hydrothermal processes responsible

for formation of mineral deposits. Analyses of the 180/160 and D/H

ratios of minerals that were in equilibrium with mineralizing fluids

may be used to determine the origin of the fluid and history of the

hydrothermal system associated with mineralization.

Stable Isotope Notation

All isotopic values are repoited in the conventional notation:

SD or8O (c)= [ (Rx - Rstd) / Rstd] x 1000

where c = the oxygen or hydrogen isotopic ratio of the tm]an,

Rstd = the isotopic ratio of the standard SVtW ( standard mean ocean

water), and SD or 1
is expressed as parts per thousand or permil in

accordance with Craig (1961). In a portion of this investigation we

are interested in fractionation, i.e. the difference between 1 8

values for co-existing minerals of the host rock; this permil frac-

tionation is represented by the -value, where

1000 ]xi = A1 - 2 = 61 - 52

61 and 62 represent the measured permil values of minerals 1 and 2,

and 1000 is the experimental approximation of the mineral frac-

tion.
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Equilibrium Fractionations

Oxygen isotope equilibrium between coexisting mineral phases

in a sale may be depicted graphically using the isothem method

of Javoy (1970). The method is based on a rearrangnt of the

fractionation equation

1000 111-2 = A1..2 + B1...2 (106/ T2)

so that

1000 ma.1.. 2 - A1..2 = B1.2 (106/ T2)

vthere 1000 in i - 2 is the difference in peniiil value of mineral

1 and 2. A and B are enpirically or experimentally derived frac-

tionation coefficients that vary for each mineral (Table 1), and T is

the absolute temperature (K°).

In this investigation quartz (Q) is chosen as a reference mineral

and is paired successively with every other mineral (X) in the

assemtlage. The values 1000 lna0 AQ..X and B -x

for each mineral pair are plotted graphically. If the mineral

pairs are in equilibrium then the points will plot on a straight

line that passes throh the origin and has a slope of io6i T2.

If the coexisting mineral phases do not plot on a straight line

isotopic disequilibrium is indicated.

Caution mmmst be shown in interpretation of the plots because

the thernaitric coefficients used are experimentally and emipirically

derived (see appendix I).
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Table 1. Thernttric coefficients of oxygen ai hydrogen bearing
minerals.

1000 1nc A + B T2)

Mineral A B Reference
6180

Quartz-Feldspar 0- 0 97 +1.04 b 2
-I4iscovite -0.60 2.20 2
-Biotite -0.60 3.69 2
-Magnetite 0 5.57 2
-Water -3.70 4.10 1

Magnetite-Water -3 70 -1.70 1

6D
Thscovite-Water 19.]. -22.1 3
Biotite-Water -2.8 -21.3 3

b = anorthite 1e fraction in feldspar.
1 = Bottinga ar Javoy (1973)
2 = Javoy (1977)
3 = Suzuoki ai Epstein (1976)
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Analytical Methods

Samples were crushed and sieved. The size fraction between

60 and 100 mesh were separated using conventional heavy liquid

techniques, a anz isodynamic separator, and paper shaking. Quartz

samples were treated with HF, lightly ground, and resieved to remove

any feldspars. Alkali feldspar and. muscovite samples were analyzed by

x-ray diffraction to ensure that they were free of contamination by

quartz or kaolinite. All samples were then handpicked to 99 percent

purity prior to analysis.

Oxygen isotope analyses were perford in conjunction with Dr. John

W. Valley, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. Hydrogen and.

pdditional oxygen isotopic analyses were performed in conjunction with

Dr. Jamas R. O'Neil, U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, Calif.

Oxygen gas was extracted from 15 to 20 n quantities of mono-

mn3.neralic silicate concentrates using a modified C1P3 extraction

procedure described by Borthwick and Harn (1982). The oxygen was

then converted to 2 for analysis on either a Finnigan Mat 251 or a

modified Nuclide 6-60 mass spectrometer. ip1icate extraction and

analysis were performed on most samples with reproducibility of

better than + 0. 1'h,. Sixteen analyses of NBS-28 quartz standard

yielded an average value of 9.6 + 0. 1°I.

All hydrous mineral separates were heated to 150° C under vacu.nu for

8-12 hours to drive of f any absorbed water. Water and. hydrogen gas

were extracted at 15000 C; hydrogen gas was reacted with CuO at 425° C

to form H20, and then both were frozen on a cold finger at liquid

nitrogen temperatures. All released water was then passed over hot
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uranium metal at 7500 C forming hydrogen gas (Fiednian, 1953; Godfrey,

1962). kalysis of hydrogen gas was on a modified GD-150 mass spec-

trometer with precision better than 10/00. Water from fluid inclusions

was extracted for D/H measurnt by crushing vein quartz in a

evacuated stainless steel tube prior to reaction with uranium metal.
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PRFSENThTION AND DISCUSSION OF DPJTA

Analyses of oxygen and hydrogen isotopic ratios were performed on

(1) mineral separates from the plutons of Uphill Creek and Odell Lake

in the Pear Lake, rncr Creek and Odell Lake areas, (2) whole rock

samples frau Precambrian metasecthnentary rocks at Armor Creek and

Odell Lake, and (3) a whole rock sample from a rhyodacite porphyry at

Odell Lake. Oxygen-isotope analyses on 18 quartz-alkali feldspar

mineral pairs and eleven coexisting biotites yielded 6180 values which

range fran 8.4 to l0.9°I. for quartz; 7.4 to 9.7°/os for alkali feld-

spar; and 3.0 to 490/ for biotite (Table 2). Quartz-alkali feldspar

and quartz-biotite fractionatias range from -0 5 to 1 8°!.. and fran

4.8 to 6.1°I.., respectively (Table 2). The 8180 fractionatias

between coexisting phases are plotted on Figure 4. Six whole rock

analyses on Precambrian uEtasedimentary rocks range frau 10 0 to

11.70/0. aM the single whole rock sample of rhyodacite porphyry

yielded a value of 9.00/00 (Table 2).

Deuterium analyses of 21 biotite, 3 hornblende, aM 2 whole

rock samples were performed on samples having either co-existing

oxygen isotopic data 0Ar/39Ar age-spectra. The sD values range

from -75 to -123 °/oo for the hornblende and biotite separates and were

-80 and 102°/oo for the whole rock samples (Table 3).

Oxygen isotopic analyses were conleted on 14 quartz, 9 hydro-

thermal muscovite, and 2 magnetite samples and hydrogen isotopic

analyses were done on 9 hydrothermal muscovite samples from veins and

breccias associated with mineralization in the Pear Lake, Armor Creek,



Table 2. Host rock 6180 data from the Pear Lake (TM), Armor Creek
(AC), and the Odell Lake (OL) areas.

Sample WR Qtz K-spar J3io SQ-K SQ-B T°C(Q-K) T°C(Q-B) Comments

TM-00l 9.0 8.5 4.2 0.5 4.8 imp 554 Main Group
TM-003 8.7 7.8 0.5 765 Main Group
TM-0l0 9.0 8.0 3.9 1.0 5.1 712 532 do

TM-012 9.3 8.5 3.2 0.8 6.1 828 469 do

TM-017 9.0 8.2 0.8 828 do

TM-018a 9.1 8.4 0.7 904 do

TM-018c 9.2 8.2 3.9 1.0 5.3 712 518 do

TM-020 9.0 8.3 0.7 904 do

TM-024a 8.9 9.4 -0.5 imp do

TM-033 9.0 7.4 4.2 1.6 4.8 506 554 do

TM-036 8.9 7.9 4.0 1.0 4.9 712 546 do

TM-039 8.4 7.4 3.0 1.0 5.4 712 511 do

AC -002
AC-008 10.0
AC- 015
AC-017 11.4

9.1 7.6 4.1

10.9 9.2 4.9

1.5 5.0 531 539 do
Y-age Metaseds.

1.7 6.0 482 475 Late Group B
Y-age Metaseds.

OL-001 9.4 8.3 3.9 1.1 5.5 666 505 Late Group A

OL-014 9.7 8.1 3.9 1.1 5.3 666 518 Main Group

OL-017 11.6 Y-age metaseds.

0L018 11.6 do

OL-019 11.7 do

OL-021 10.0 9.7 0.3 imp Late Group B

OL-024 9.4 Intrusive Rhyolite

OL-028 9.4 7.6 1.8 461 Late Group A

OL-030 11.7 Y-age Metaseds.

1%)

-.4
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Table 3. Host rock SD data fran the Pear Lake (11M), Armor Creek
(AC), ar Odell take (OL) areas.

Sample # SD Bio % HO SD Hb]. % HO Whole Rx

IM-001 -89 3.4
'IM-OlO -106 3.0
'IM-012 -103 3.1
'I-018c -75 3.2
'IM-032 -122 2.8
'IM-033 -86 3.4
'IM-036 -96 2.8
IM-040 (820-76-3) -88 3.3
'IM-04]. (Fr-l) -87 4.2 -90 1.9
ThI-042 (AR-32) -100 3.7
'IM-043 (630-76-1) -90 4.1
'(-045 (Fr-24) -110 2.6
IM-046 (Y2-16) -87 1.7
'IM-047 (728-76-2) -118 2.8

-048 (FI'-7) -105 3.0 -100 1.6

AC-030 (926-76-1) -93 3.3
AC-017 -102 0.7

OL-001 -91 2.8
OL-014 -112 2.7
OL-018 -80 1.0
OL-031 (F2-37) -73 3.1
OL-032 (FI'-31) -105 2.7
OL-033 (708-79-2) -97 3.5
OL-034 (Fr-9) -85 3.3
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Lake (TM), Armor Creek (AC), and Odell Lake (OL)
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and Odell Lake areas. In addition, four samples of vein quartz were

cnished in evacuated steel tubes and their inclusion fluids were

analyzed for deuteriuiu. Oxygen isotopic values range fran 8.1 to

14. 2°/oo for vein quartz; 6 8 and 7 5°!o for hydrothermal muscovite;

and -2.5 and 0 10/00 for inagnetite (Table 4). The SD ratios of

hydrothermal muscovites range from -50 to -71°/o.. The SD values of

inclusion fluids range fran -71 to -108°!.. (Table 5).

The sample locations are plotted on Figures 5 for the Pear Lake

area and Figure 11 for the Ar.nor Creek and Odell Lake areas. The

oxygen and hydrogen data are plotted according to their geographic

locations on Figures 6 and 7 for the Pear Lake area and Figures 12 and

13 for the Arnr Creek and Odell Lake areas.

Pear lake. The quartz-alkali feldspar and the quartz-biotite

fractionations range front -0 5 to 1 60!.. with a mean of 0. 8%o and 4.8

to 6 1 with a mean of 5 2°!.., respectively. Teneratures calcu-

lated from the thermal coefficients of Bottinga and Javoy (1973, 1975)

and Javoy (1977) for quartz-alkali feldspar and quaxtz-biotite

fractionations range fran 4600 C to impossibly high crystallization

temperatures and 47Cf to 550° C, respectively (Table 2). The SD values

of biotite and hornblende mineral separates fran the Pear lake area

range frau 75 to ].23°!oo with a mean of 97°!oo (Table 3).

There is no evidence of zonation in either oxygen isotopic frac-

tions or the deuteriuiu isotopic ratios from samples in the Pear Lake

area (Fig. 6 and 7).

The 51 8o fractionations between quartz and alkali feldspar are
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Table 4. The 8180 aix SD data from mineralized veins,
breccias, ar pegniatites. Pear Lake ('tM),
Arir Creek (AC), Odell Lake (OL).

s18o 518 So
San1e Quartz Muscovite Nagnetite T°C (Q-Mt)

IM-011 9.3
Th!-025b 12.1
IM-035 9.2 6.8 -2.5 420 * 10
-o37 9.7

AC-003 9.6
AC-004 9.5
AC-005 8.1
AC-034 9.1

OL-003 14.2
OL-009 10.9
OL-013 9.6 0.1 490 * 10
OL-015 9.6 7.5
OL-024 10.1
OIi-025 10.1

SD
Sample Muscovite % H0 Comnents

IM-035 -55 3.4
'IM-049 (818-79-6) -58 3.9
IM-050 (818-79-3) -64 4.1
IM-051 (818-79-9) -64 4.1
'IM-053 (820-78-2) -58 4.0

AC-031 (AC-Dt1) -71 3.8

OL-003 (717-81-1) -50 3.8 Ibex Mine
OLrOl5 -61 4.0
OL-036 (714-80-1) -56 3.8 Sand Lake Pegxnatite
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abnormally 1i compared to normal quartz-alkali feldspar fractionation

values reported by Taylor (1979) (1.0 to 1. 5°i). o explanations for

this are possible (1) the fractionations measured are priitiary or (2)

they are the result of secorary isotopic alteration by later fluids.

Viewing the oxygen isotope fractionations of coexisting mineral

triplets using the graphical method of Javoy et al. (1970) and the

thermometric coefficients from Javoy (1977) (Fig. 8a and b) the

samples all appear to be in disequilibrium. In all of the plots,

alkali feldspar, the nest likely mineral to undergo oxygen-isotope

exchange (Brigham, 1984), is in apparent disequilibrium. Only sample

'IM-033 is anomalous compared with the other alkali feldspars and plots

above the line. Figures Ba and b do not prove that biotite samples

are in equilibrium with quartz, but consistent quartz-biotite frac-

tionation temperatures, deuteritmi data (discussed below), and exten-

sive work by Taylor on many hydrothermal systans (sunnarized in 1979)

indicate that biatite is ire likely in equilibrium than alkali

feldspar.

Sample IM-033 is located at Anchor Lake in the middle of weak

stockwork veining and pervasive argillic alteration. The quartz-

alkali feldspar fractionation is anomalous compared to the other

fractionations in the area. The location in the area of argihic

alteration and the turbid alkali feldspars indicate the isotopic

fractionation observed occurred during later alteration and is not the

result of primary itagmatic processes. Assuming 'normal' quartz-alkali

feldspar fractionations like those reported by Taylor (1.0 to 1. 5oe),

the sample has possibly undergone two episodes of alteration; the

first when the quartz-alkali feldspar fractionations were altered to
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Figure 8. GraphiCal plots (Javoy et al., 1970) of oxygen isotope
fractiorations between coexistir mineral phases.
Graphs from the Pear Lake area (a ai b), the ?rxnor
Creek area (C) ar the Odell Lake area (d) (See
explanation of graphical method in the text)
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isotopic values similar to other fractionatioris in the Pear Lake area

and the second that corresponds to isotopic alteration by fluids

related to the lacennt of the molybdenulu system at Anchor Lake.

Another plausible explanation of the small quartz-alkali feldspar

fractionations is that they are primary and the therrncznetric coef-

ficients used in the graphical plots (Fig. 8a and. b) are in error.

According to Matsuhisa (1979), small fractionations between quartz and

alkali feldspar, such as those ethibited by sanles in the Pear Lake

area, are expected under conditions of magmatic equilibrium. However,

at this time it is not possible to graphically evaluate the data using

the isothera method of Javoy et al. (1970) and the thermometric

coefficients of Matsuhisa (1979) (see Appendix I for discussion).

However, in most other investigations, quartz-alkali feldspar frac-

tionations are significantly larger than those reported in this

investigation (Taylor 1979, Deines, 1977). The possibility that the

small quartz-alkali feldspar fractionations in the Pear Lake area

are primary raises a question that is gennane to the understanding of

stable isotope fractionations. Even though the origin of the small

fractionations cannot be answered conclusively in this investigation,

it can be concluded, that either way the quartz-alkali feldspar

fractionations are interpreted, they do not indicate the presence of

hydrothermal fluids of meteoric origin or large scale hydrothermal

circulation centered about the Pear lake area.

The 6180 and SD values of biotite from the Pear Lake area are

plotted in Figure 9. Most of the biotites plot in the same area as

unaltered biotites from the Sierra Nevada and Boulder batholith.

Sheppard and Taylor (1974) state that interaction with deuterium-
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depleted, heated, meteoric water should be suspect for any igneous

rock with a SD lower than _90%o. Only two sanpLes on this diagram,

-0lO and N-0l2, are relatively depleted in deuterium. Sample

'IM-033 is the most visibly altered sample and has the largest qpartz-

alkali feldspar fractionation, yet it plots well within the field of

unaltered biotites. When the sD values are combined with the low

q.iartz-alkali feldspar fractionatioris, indications are that inter-

action with meteoric fluids was limited.

Further evidence of insignificant meteoric interaction is observed

in Figure 10, a plot of the SD values of the biotites versus percent

water content of the samples. A general increase in water content is

correlated to an increase in the SD value of the biotite. The

apparent increase in structural water of biotite can be directly

related to chioritization of the primary biotite by hydrothermal

fluids, because biotite and chlorite contain 3 0 to 3 5 and 12 to 16

percent water respectively. If chioritization was caused by circ-

ulating meteoric water, deuterium values would decrease with the

increase in water content caused by chloritization. Therefore, the

observed isotopic effects may have been caused by waters of non-meteo-

ric composition.

Assuming that the small isotopic fractioriations are not primary,

two possible causes of the secondary alteration and isotopic exchange

are: (1) magmatic ore-bearing fluids or (2) late stage deuteric fluids

smariating fron deeper, more slowly cooling portions of the Uphill
eek pluton. The absence of widespread propylitic to argiflic

alteration and the lack of concentric zonation of either the guartz-

alkali feldspar, cijmartz-biotite fractionations, or the deuterium
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values points towards late-stage deuteric fluids as the primary cause

of variations in isotopic ratios at Pear Lake. This conclusion is

consistent with the cooling history of the Pioneer batholith defined

by Snee (1982). Snee observed discordances in4 Oj,39 age-spectrum

dates between hoxblende and biotite that were interpreted to reflect

progressively longer periods of cooling towards the center of the

batholith. Slow cooling of deeper portions of the batholith would

permit higher terature, deuteric fluids to isotopically exchange

with the overlying, lower temperature portions of the batholith; this

machanism ould also cause the observed decrease in quartz-alkali

feldspar fractionations.

Alternatively, if the small isotopic fractionations are primary,

then there is no evidence for widespread fluid circulation or dis-

equilibrius conditions. The isotopic anomaly observed in sample

TM-033 could have been caused by a short-lived hydrothermal ilse

restricted to the vicinity of Anchor Lake.

Arncr Creek. The quartz-alkali feldspar fractionations are

1 5 and. 1.70/00 and, the quartz-biotite fractionations are 5.0 aM

6.00/00 (Table 2). The calculated quartz-alkali feldspar fractionation

terperatures are 480° C to 530° C and the quartz-biotite fractionation

temperatures are 480° and 5400 C, for their respective samples. Whole

rock samples AC-008, AC-0].7, and OL-030 have oxygen isotopic values of

10.0, 11.4 and U. 7°loo, respectively. Deuterium analyses of a biotite

separate (AC-030) and a ho1e rock sample (AC-017) yield values of -93

and -102°/oo, respectively (Table 3). The data are plotted on Figures

12 and 13.
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Unlike Pear Lake, the country rock in the Armor Creek area is not

exclusively igneous; metasedimentary rocks are also predominant.

Widespread circulation would cause disequilibrium conditions in

co-existing mineral phases of the igneous plutons. In addition,

because the conposition of the IlEtasedintaxy rocks are virtually

constant throughout the Armor Creek area, widespread fluid circulation

would possibly produce a systematic trend in the whole rock oxygen

isotopic ratios that would extend radially outward from the Armor

Creek breccia.

Samples AC-002 and AC-015 are from granodiorite plutons associated

with the Armor Creek molybdeim system, and both are outside the area

of visible alteration. Sample AC-002 is from the Uphill Creek pluton

south of the breccia and AC-015 is from an isolated Late group B

pluton emplaced along a high-angle fault just north of the Armor Creek

breccia (Fig. 11). The artzalka1i feldspar fractionations are

normal compared to those reported by Taylor (1979) and using the

graphical method of Javoy et al. (1970), the samples plot on a

straight line (Fig. Bc). The feldspars, in contrast to those of

sample 9M-033, are not turbid and the Armor Creek samples are un-

altered. Therefore, the fractionations occurred under equilibrium

conditions and the fractionatidns are most likely prisaxy inagmatic.

The equilibrium fractionations indicate that widespread hydrothermal

circulation was not associated with the brecciation and mineralization

at Armor Creek.

The oxygen isotopic data from three whole rock inetasedi.ment

samples supports the idea of limited hydrothermal circulation.

Sample AC-008 is argihicaily altered and located on the outer
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edge of the early episode of fracturing and mineralization; AC-008 is

isotopically lighter (10.O,..) than the other whole rock saitles in

the area (11.6 and 11. 7°!..). Sample AC-0l7 is frau unaltered ineta-

sed±nentary rocks located 1 0 ]u north of brecciation and mineral-

ization on the downthrown side of a northwest-trending, high-angle

fault. Sample OL-030 is located in unaltered metasediinentaxy rocks,

8.0 ]on north of the mineralization. The data indicate that fluid

circulation isotopicafly altered the metasediiuentary rocks directly in

the mineralized area, but did not extend beyond the area of visible

alteration.

Unfortunately the sanpie coverage of hydrogen-bearing minerals is

limited, the SD value of biotite separate AC-002 is -93°!.. and the

whole rock sample is -102°Ioo. Although interpretation is limited,

neither value indicates widespread meteoric influence.

Odell lake. Four quartz-alkali feldspar oxygen isotope fraction-

ations range frau 0.3 to 1.8°!.. and two quartz-biotite fractionations

are 5 5 and 5. 3°!oo. The calculated quartz-alkali feldspar fraction-

ation temperatures range from 460° C to impossibly high crystallization

temperatures and the quartz-biotite fractionation temperatures are 50°

and 5200 C. Whole rock oxygen analyses of metasediiuent samples are

11.6, 11.6, 11.7, and ll.7°Ioo, and a rhyolite porphyry is 9.0°/oo

(Table 2). The SD values of six biotite mineral separates frau the

Odell Lake area range from -73 to -112°!..; the SD value of a whole

rock sample is -80 0/00 (Table 4).

Mineralization at Odell Lake occurs as small veins that intrude

inetasedimentary host rock or as brecciated metasedimentary rocks



adjacent to small isolated granodiorite or thyolite porphyry plutons.

If the breccias and veins are isolated expressions of a larger

unexposed ore body, then circulation of fluids associated with

mineralization may be reflected in the overlying country rock. There

is no evidence of zoiiation in either the oxygen isotopic fractions or

the deuteriinu isotopic ratios from samples in the Oclell Lake area

(Fig. 12 and 13). Because the igneous plutons are small and isolated,

it is not possible to identify isotopic zonation of mineral pairs

produced by hydrothermal circulation. However, it is possible to

determine from the coexistii mineral phases whether the minerals have

re-equilibrated with later fluids. Also, assuming the fluids are of a

magmatic isotopic composition (see section on vein minerals), the

netaseffmentary rocks may reflect fluid circulation by a depletion-

inward pattern of whole rock isotopic compositions.

Plotted graphically, the alkali fe3.dspars of samples OL-00l

and 0Lr014 are in apparent disequilibrium (Pig 8d). The samples

are located adjacent to mineralization. The whole rock samples

are located 0 5 to 10 0 km away from brecciation and mineralization

but do not vary in isotopic composition (Fig. 12).

The deuterii.mi data are very scattered and do not appear to be

zoned. However, aitional data are necessary to determine whether or

not conclusive evidence exists for widespread hydrothermal cir-

culation. The coithination of mineralization, alteration, and isotopic

data indicate apparent disequilibrium conditions existed between the

mineral phases and non-meteoric hydrothermal fluids. The data also

suggest that fluid circulation was not widespread and pervasive.
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Vein Minerals

Pear Lake. The oxygen isotopic composition of five quartz,

one muscovite, ar one inagnetite samples was determined for mineral-

ized veins in the Pear Lake area. The quartz samples vary from 9.2 to

9. 7°/u except for sample 'IM-025b which has a value of 12.10/00. The

muscovite ai inagnetite from sample IM-035 have 6180 values of 6.8

ar 2.5°/oo, respectively (Table 4).

The oxygen data are plotted on Figure 6. The anomalously high 6180

value of 12 10/00 is fran a sample of vein quartz collected on the

north side of Highboy Mountain only 30' feet away from host rock

sample Th-024a. As discussed in the host rock section, the data for

sample Th-024a exhibit a reversal in the oxygen isotopic fractionation

between quartz ar alkali feldspar. This isotopic reversal may have

occurred during equilibration with high 6180 fluids associated with

the et1acement of sample 'IM-025b.

Deuteritmi isotopic analyses of five hydrothermal muscovite samples

yield values from -55 to 64°Ioo. The hydrogen isotopic composition is

very consistent aix does not vary in a systematic fashion (Fig. 7).
The SD values of the nuiscovites are too high to have equilibrated with

meteoric fluids.

Temperatures were calculated from quartz-magnetite 6180 fraction-

ations for sample 'IM-035, located in the weak quartz-molybdenite

stcckwork at Anchor Lake. Probable temperature of molybdenite

lacement at Anchor Lake is 4200 ± 10° C. Quartz-magnetite fraction-

ation temperatures are considered reliable because of (1) the re-

sistance of quartz ar magnetite to re-equilibration with later
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fluids, (2) magnetite and quartz are cogenetic, and (3) the large

fractionation between quartz and magnetite.

The isotopic cQTosition of fluids in equilibrium with quartz and

inagnetite and hydrothermal imiscovite were calculated for teratures

between 400' to 450' C, using the constants of Bottinga and Javoy (1973,

1975) for oxygen and Suzuo]d. and Epstein (1976) for hydrogen (Table

1). The A -values range from 4 0 to 4. 6°Ioo and 4 8 to 5.00100 for

quartz-H20 and niagnetite-H20 fractionatioris and the SD values range

from -26 to -38°Io for H20-muscovite fractions. The isotopic com-

position of fluids in equilibrium with vein minerals at Pear Lake

indicate that fluids associated with mineralization were non-meteoric

in origin.

Prir Creek. Oxygen isotopic analyses of quartz from veins

and breccia matrix from sanles AC-003, 004, 005, and 034 yield

values of 9.6, 9.5, 8.1, and9.1°i0, respectively (Table 4). The

data are plotted on Figure 12. Sanles AC-003, 004, and 031 were

coflected from the quartz veins formed during the first episode

of brecciation, whereas AC-005 is from the quartz matrix precipitated

during the later episode of brecciation (see section on mineral-

ization). The difference between the samples may reflect the dif-

ference between two fluids of slightly different isotopic composition

or formation of both breocias from the same fluid, but at different

teratures.

Deuterium analysis of a hydrothermal itniscovite from Armor Creek

yields a values of 71'Ioo (Table 4). The value is plotted on Figure

13. This is the lowest SD value for hydrothermal muscovite in this



investigation, but is too heavy to be of meteoric origin.

The consistency of isotopic analyses of vein minerals at Armor

Creek indicates that mineralization occurred from fluids of a similar

isotopic composition to those at Pear Lake and the fluids were of non-

meteoric composition. The temperature of mineralization at Armor

Creek has not been determined directly from stable isotope fraction-

ations. &it it is reasonable to assume that temperatures at Armor

Creek are similar to those at Pear Lake, because those temperatures

are cctpatible with temperatures normally determined for deposition of

base metals.

Odeil Lake. Oxygen isotopic analysis of six quartz, one hydro-

theTa1 muscovite, and one magnetite separates from mineralized veins

and breccias in the Ode].1 Lake area were very consistent, except for

sample OIr-003. The 6180 values of vein quartz range from 9.6 to 14.2°I.

and the values for muscovite and magnetite are 7.5 and 0 10/0.,

respectively (Table 4). The data are plotted on Figure 12.

Sample 0Lr003 is from Ibex Mine located at Schwinager Lake and has

a 6 8o value of 14 20/00 . This is the iiigtiest siso value found in this

investigation. The unusually heavy value may indicate emplacement of

the vein at a lower temperature or by a fluid of differing isotopic

composition than the other samples in the Odell Lake area.

Deuterium isotopic analyses from four hydrothermal muscovite

separates associated with mineralized veins and breccias range

from -50 to -61 0/00 (Table 4). The data are plotted on Figure 13.

The values are similar to SD values at Armor Creek and Pear Lake

and do not indicate the presence of meteoric hydrothermal fluids.
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Tenerathres were calculated from quartz-xnagnetite fraction-

ation curves for sample OL-013, collected from a mineralized qpartz

vein above Odell lake. Calculated teratures of emplacnent are 490°

± 10° C. Even though this vein is spatially separated from other

mineralization in the area, it is reasonable to assi.mie that the

tnperature of formation is representative of the Odell Lake area.

This terature is also similar to calculated tamperatures of

mineralization at Pear Lake.

The calculated isotopic values of fluids in eqjiilibrium with

vein minerals between 400-500° C range from 4.5 to 7.5°he and -23

to 45°!oo for 8180 and SD, respectively; indicating that mineralizing

fluids were of non-mateoric composition.

D/H frau Fluid Inclusions

The D values of waters frau fluid inclusions in quartz veins at

Pear Lake range from -87 to -l08°Ioo (Table 5). 'Iwo samples, m-035a

and IM-035b are from the same area of quartz-ucldenite stockwork

near Anchor take, whereas -oii is on the edge of weak argillic

alteration farther away from Anchor Lake (Fig. 5). These values

differ significantly from the calculated SD values of water in

equi1ibriian with niscovite (-26 to -38°/oo). A caination of

possibilities may account for the observed discrepancy: (1) The

cnshing techniques that were used do not discriminate among different

ages and types of inclusions, primary, psuedo-secondary, and secon-

dary, in the quartz vein. (2) Based on data from many ore-deposits,

the inclusion fluids in quartz are susceptible to changes in isotopic

corrosition caused by thermal shock or stress after mineral deposition
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Ta11e 5 The sO uasurents of ir1usion fluids (..).

Number of

San1e # SD s1es

'Th1-035a -87 (2)

-O35b -87 (1)

-71 (2)

OL-013 -108 (1)
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(R. 0 Rye, Personal Ccminumication, 1985). Therefore, the isotopic

corrosition of the inclusion fluids may not represent the original

isotopic conosition of the fluid that equilibrated with muscovite.

Water/Rock Ratios

The isotopic composition of the fluids in equilibrium with the vein

minerals at Pear Lake, armor eek, and Odell Lake are plotted on

Figure 14 (6180 = +4.5 to +7.Oo/ and SD = -25 to _500/oo. The

calculated 61 8 ues are slightly lighter than values expected for

mnagniatic water, and the calculated sD values are significantly heavier

than values expected for a fluid of a mnagmatic origin. Similarly, the

values are nnich heavier than the calculated SD values for nEteoric

water in the region (SD = -90 to -120%o). Possible explanations for

the high SD values of mineralizing fluids in the Pioneer Mountains

are: (1) mamatiC fluids mixed with other fluids having initially high

SD values (trapped sediintary) and (2) niagmatic water evolved through

interaction with the host rock at decreasing tnperatures.
Significant interaction of the magniatic fluids with trapped

sedimentary fluids from overlying sedimentary rocks is doubtful.
The Pioneer batholith intruded predominantly Phanerozoic sedimentary

rocks in the Pear Lake area and predominantly allochthonous metased-

imentary rocks in the Armor eek and Odell Lake areas. Neither rock

type is a likely reservoir for large volumes of fluid that could mix

with a magmnatic fluid to produce the observed changes in isotopic

composition.

it is more likely that the mineralizing fluids were evolved
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from magmatic fluids. The evolution of magmatic water is the result

of interaction and isotopic exchange of hydrogen and oxygen between

the hydrothennal fluid and the rock with 'which it is in disequil-

ibrium. The magnitude of the depletion or enrichment of a fluid
increases with decreasing terature because of the increased

fractionation factor between the fluid and the rock at lower temper-

atures. The possible influence of hydrogen from the host rock is

greatest at low water to rock ratios, because of the small amount of

trapped hydroxyl ions in the rock. The final isotopic composition of

the evolved fluid is a function of: (1) The initial isotopic

composition of the rock (L ) and of the water (s), (2) the frac-

tionation factor between the rock and the water (&r-w), which is a

function of ttperature, and (3) the ratio of exchanged oxygen and

hydrogen atcm in the water to those in the rock (w/r). This rela-

tionship is expressed by the equation:

f r-ww/r.64,
SW- lswIr

(Ohmoto and Rye, 1974).

Mineralization in the Pioneer Mountains is hosted by the Uill

eek granodiorite, whose initial isotopic cuposition is calculated

to be 18 = 5 and SD = 75 0/00 . The initial isotopic com-

position of the fluid is 1 8o 7 5 and SD = _700Ioo, The fractionation

of oxygen isotopes between fluids and rocks is assumed to be similar

to that of plagioclase (An30) -H20 ( Taylor, 1974, 1979; Obmoto and

Rye, 1974 ). The fractionation between hydrogen bearing minerals and

water is assumed to be equivalent to biotite-H20 fractionation

(Taylor, 1974, 1979 ) and is calculated fran Suzuoki and Epstein
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(1976). The fractionations are as fo1ls for the tperatures 400° to

6000 C:

400° 500° 6000

6180(w-r) +2.6 +1.2 +0.2

SD(w-r) -44 -33 -25

The nest reasonable estimates of the final isotopic composition of

the water, at temperatures between 400° and 600°C, result when the

water/rock ratios are low (0 01 and 0 1 atnic weight percent oxygen

and hydrogen) (Fig. 14). At 400-600°C the calculated final isotopic

composition of the mineralizing fluid is between -43 to -23°/oo and 4 0

to 7.0 °Ie o for SD and s18o, respectively. These values compare

favorably with the cosition of mineralizing fluids calculated from

mineral-water fractionations (Fig. 14).

The calculated final isotopic cauposition of the mineralizing

fluids do not necessarily represent the exact water/rock ratio

involved. In the case of partial equilibration, the isotopic water-

rock fractionation factors will becone smaller and can be considered

similar to equilibrium isotopic exchange at higher temperatures.

Therefore, the water/rock ratio necessary to produce the isotopic

values of the fluids in equilibrium with hydrothermal muscovites is

dependent on the percent of total equilibrium reached.

The abode calculations deiinstrate that at partial or total

equilibrium the isotopic composition of magmatic fluids will evolve

during decreasing teratures, if water/rock ratios are small, to

values consistent with those calculated for fluids associated with

mineralization in the Pioneer Mountains.
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FWID INcrBSIONS

Heating and freezing tests on fluid inclusions from quartz veins

associated with nlybdenum mineralization in the Pioneer Mountains

were completed under the guidance of Ted Theodore at the U.S. G-

eo].ogical Survey in Menlo Park. Measurnts were performed on

primary inclusions in four doubly polished thick sections from four

separate rock samples using a modified Chaix I4eca heating and freezing

stage. Three samples are frau mineralized quartz veins in the
vicinity of anchor Lake. Samples 'I!vI-035a and b are from the same

quartz-mol'bdenite-magnetite veins in the center of weak pervasive

alteration and have corresponding ocrgen and hydrogen isotopic data

(Table 6). The fourth sample (01-013) was collected from the quartz

matrix of the intrusive breccia North of Baldy Lake (M-4, Fig 3).

Primazy inclusions in samples fran the vicinity of Andor Lake

range between 5 to 35 microns in length. The inclusions contain two

phases (liquid + vapor), with vapor constituting 15-3 0 % voli.me at

roan temperature. Temperature of first melting is consistent and

ranges between -22° to -25° C, which closely approximates the -23° C

eutectic point for the system NaC1-KC1-H20. Temperatures of final

melting for all samples are between -3.2° and -4. cf C, which correspond

to between 6 and 7 weight percent NaC1 using the depression and

freezing method of Roedder (1962). Clathrates (a)2 S5/4 H20) did not

form during any of the freezing analyseè. Temperatures of homo-

genization for the fluid inclusions range from 197° to 270°C. Homo-

genization temperatures for samples tM-035a and b range from 212? to

270° C and both have a mean of 240°C (Table 6).



Table 6. Heatir anl freezir data fran fluid inclusions in
mineralized quartz veins.

Salinity

Nuither of
Sanie # Mineral determinations (Rare°C) Mean

i}I-035a Quartz 12 -3.2 to -3.5 -3.3

Th-035b do 11 -3.2 to -4.0 -3.4

IN-Oil do 9 -3.2 to -4.0 -3.6

OIi-013 do Laughter salts

Hciigenization Teuçerathres (Th)

Nuither of
SaBple # determinations Bane (C) Mean

Th-035a 37 215 to 260 240

Th-035b 61 212 to 270 240

IN-Oil 18 197 to 213 205

Th vapor
21 153 to 204 170

Olr013
Th daughter salts

15 311 to 340 323

Is.)
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In most cases, the temperatures of homogenization (Th) of the fluid

inclusions do not represent the actual temperature at which the fluid

was trapped, but rather a pressure-temperature combination above the

1iquivapor curve (Roder, 1984). In order to establish the tençer-

ature of trapping (Tt), a correction for the effect of pressure must

be applied to the temperature of homogenization.

Temperatures calculated from quartz-magnetite fractionations

on sample I*-035a (see discussion on vein minerals) correspond to

an izxeperK1ent temperature of vein formation and trapping of the

primary inclusions of 420 * 10 C. This temperature can be used to

estimate pressure, if the cosition and temperature of honcgefl-

ization of the fluid are known (Roedder and Bodner, 1980).

In order to calculate the pressure or temperature of trapping, the

difference in compressibility, vapor pressure and thermal expansion

due to differing cosition of the fluid inclusion must be taken into

account. Liunlien and Klevtsov (1961) produced the first grams that

would afl.z the pressure correction to be made on NaC1 brines. Potter

(1977) refined and corrected these data and presented a new set of

graths that would allc pressure corrections to be made for 1, 5, 10,

15, 20, and 25 weight percent NaCI, temperatures between 20° and 650°C

and up to 2000 bars. Estimates of NaC1 from freezing runs are between

6 and 7 weight percent. Therefore the temperature of hQtgenization

arid the temperature of trapping from samples IM-035a and b are plotted

at 5 weight percent NaC1 on Figure 15 and are used to estimate

pressure during emplacement. The resultant pressure estimates are

greater than 2000 bars (6-8 km). Roedder (1984) states that a

correction must be made for: (1) dilation of the entire crystal upon
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release of the confining pressure, which enlarges the fluid inclusion

cavities within the crystal and (2) dilation of the host mineral

immediately around the inclusion, which results from the local

internal pressure during the hongenization run. He estimates that a

correction of (-4) to (-6° C)/kbar should be made on the tenperature of

hogenization. Which in turn correspors to a slightly higher

pressure of formation. The uncertainty in the pressure may be

affected by several factors: (1) The accuracy of the determinations of

the Th and the Tt arid (2) the environment in which the vein was

forn (Poedder and Bodner, 1980). The pressure estimates from fluid

inclusions in the area of Pear take correspond well with estimates of

2 kbar pressure by Snee (1982) for the depth of emplacement of the

Pioneer batholith at Pear Lake.

The data frun sample IM-011 suggest that the vein was emplaced at a

lower temperature arid may represent the outer portion of the mineral-

izing system at Anchor Lake. However, definite conclusions can not be

drawn on such a snail sample population.

Fluid inclusions for sample OL-025 at Odeli Lake differ signif-

icantly from those at Pear take. There are both two phase (liquid and

vapor) arid three phase ( liquid + vapor + daughter minerals) in-

clusions. Halite arid an unknown mineral are present as daughter

minerals. The presence of halite requires greater than 23 weight

percent NaC1 in the inclusion. The different inclusion types indicate

that nre than one generation of fluid is likely present. Because of

the complexity of the inclusions arid the snail sample population,

quantitative interpretation is not possible.
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4
AGE-SPECTIEJM DATING

The thermal history of the Pioneer batholith and ages of the

stockwork nly1denuzn systems in the Pioneer Mountains were determined

by Snee (1982, unpublished data). The following sunuriazy of those data

are used to provide age and temperature constraints for the mineraliz-

ing hydrothermal fluids and they will help establish a framework

within which the oxygen and hydrogen isotopic data may be inter-

preted.

Pear Lake

In the Pear taice area 40Ar/3!r analyses are available for pure

hornblende, biotite, and muscovite separates (Table 7). The samples

are plotted accordi.ng to their geographic location on Figure 16. The

hornblende and biotite separates are from the Uphill eek grano-

diorite and a thyodacite porphyry. All samples, except IM-060,

yielded age-spectrtun plateaus with ages that represent the post

placnt closure of the mineral to argon loss; 520° * 250 C for

hornblende and 280° ± 400 C for biotite (Harrison, 1981).

Snee (1982) interpreted these ages to record the cooling history

of the Pioneer batholith. According to his interpretation the ages of

the hornblendes and biotites decrease towards the center of the

batholith and to the west. Accompanying this decrease in age, the age

discordance between hornblende and biotite increases. Snee attributed

those trends to deeper levels of exposure towards the center and the

west. For the Pear Lake area, Snee estimated the depth to be aprox-

imately six km. Stable isotope and fluid inclusion data in this
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Table 7. 40Ar/39Ar age-spectrum data (Ma)

San1e # Mineral 4°r/3r Age Criments

Tht-049 (818-79-6) Muscovite 67.8 + 0.5 Vein
IM-050 (818-79-3) do 68.2 + 0.6 do
'Th1-051 (818-79-9a) do 67.5 * 0.3 do
(-053 (820-78-2) do 68.1 ± 0.3 do
t-054 (818-79-1) do 68.3 ± 0.6 do
(-O55 (818-79-5) do 68.1 * 0.6 do

'IM-056 (818-79-7a) do 67.6 * 0.5 do
'fl4-057 (818-79-7) do 67.5 ± 0.3 do

'IM-040 (820-76-3) Hoxnb1ere 11.4 * 0.6 Main Group
Biotite 70.5 + 0.5 do

Th1-041 (FT-i) Hornblende 71.9 * 0.4 do
Biotite 69.5 * 0.5 do

1-046 (FT-16) Hornb1ere 71.0 * 0.5 do
Biotite 68.2 ± 0.4 do

(Disturbed spectrum)
IM-048 (FT-7) Horrib1ere 71.9 ± 0.3 Main Group

Biotite 69.3 ± 0.4 do
'ThI-059 (806-76-1) Biotite 69.4 ± 1.1 do
'IM-060 (816-78-1) Biotite 67.5 * 0.5 Porphyry intrusive

AC-031 (824-80-la) Muscovite 67.7 0.3 Vein

AC-032 (FT-28) Biatite 68.8 ± 0.3 Late group A
AC-033 (FT-36) Hornb1er1e 70.6 ± 0 9 Main group

Biotite 68.4 ± 0.3

OL-033 (708-79-2) Muscovite 66.0 ± 0.3 Vein
OL-035 (717-81-1) do 66.1 ± 0.3 Vein
OL-036 (714-80-1) do 66.0 ± 0.3 Pegmatite
OL-038 (801-79-1) do 66.5 * 0.9 Pegmatite
OL-039 (805-80-1) do 64.7 * 0.3 Pegmatite

OL-031 (FT-37) Biotite 67.2 ± 0.3 Main group
OL-032 (FT-31) Hornblende 70.7 + 0.4 Main group

Biotite 66.8 ± 0.3
OIi-033 (708-79-2) Biotite 66.8 * 0.4 Late group B
OL-040 (801-79-6) do 66.0 ± 0.7 do
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investigation, also conclude that the level of exposure in the Pear

Lake area is about 6-8 kin from the original surface at the tine of

emplacenent.

Eight analyses of hydrothermal muscovite from quartz veins asso-

ciat& with iilybdenum mineralization yield an average age of 67.9 ±

0.3 Ma. The ages are statistically irx3.istinguishable from each other

at two sigma ar the age-spectra do not ethibit argon loss that would

represent reheating or resetting. Sample -060 was collected near

vein mineralization; 0,i39 age-spectrum data are available for

both hornblere ar biotite separates from this sample. The horn-

blere age-spectrum is statistically irx3.istinguishable from other

nearby hornblexe samples. In contrast, the biotite age-spectrum is

reset ai the total gas age, 67.5 ± 0 5 Ma, is significantly younger

than the cooling ages of other biotites in the Pear Lake area (Table

7). These data suggest that fluid circulation was restricted,

short-lived, ar that the temperature during mineralized vein emplace-

inent was less than the argon closure temperature of hornblende

(520° * 25° C), bit greater than the argon closure temperature of

biotite (280°±. 40° C). The age of mineralization is probably 67.9 *

0 3 Ma because no evidence exists suggesting that the Pear Lake area

rined above the argon closure temperature of muscovite (325° *25° C;

Snee et al., 1986) for a long period of tine after muscovite precip-

itation. These conclusions agree well with the conclusions from the

oxygen aud hydrogen isotope study that the Pear Lake system was a

small, fluid-poor hydrothermal system that reached a temperature of

420°* 10°C at a depth of 6-8 km.
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rnr Creek

age-spectra analyses are available on 2 biotite, ].

hoinbieride, ai 1 hydrothermal muscovite separates from samples

of the Aznr Creek area. Because sample coverage is limited ai

brecciation ai mineralization occurred in Precaithrian metasedimentary

rocks, any interpretation of the size arid tima span of mineralization

are necessarily restricted.

4ojx.,i3g. age-spectrt.nn analysis was done on honbleride arid biotite

from sample AC-033 from the Uphill granodiorite located 1 Jon southeast

of brecciation. The plateau ages for hornbleride aid biotite are 70.6

± 0 9 aid 68 4 * 0 3 Ma, respectively; these ages record post-

emplacement cooling of this part of the Pioneer batholith. Sample

AC-032 is a biotite from the Late-group A Shoestring Creek Pluton and

is also a cooling age. The cooling age of 68.8 * 0.3 Ma is statis-

ticafly in1tstinuishable from the biotite age of sample AC-033. Snee

(1982) estimated that the portion of the batholith south of ?xnr

Creek was at a depth of approximately 6 to 8 Jon at the time of

iplacement.

Sample AC-031 is a hydrothermal muscovite from the mineralized

breccia at rnr Creek. The plateau age of 67.7 * 0.3 Ma is statis-

tically indistinguishable (2 sigma) from the age of mineralization at

Pear Lake, 67.9 * 0.3 Ma. There is definite field evidence for at

least two separate episodes of brecciation at rmor Creek. Therefore,

additional age-data are necessary before the details of the mineral-

ization history can be unraveled.
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Odell Lake

From the CdeU Lake area, 4r/3r age-spectrum analyses were

performed on 4 biotite, 1 hornblende, and 5 muscovite separates (Snee,

1982) (Table 7). The samples are plotted according to their geographic

locations on Figure 17. Unfortunately the data are limited and

conclusions on the size and tiite span of the mineralizing system can

not be reached.

The hornblende and biotite samples are from the Main group,

Uphill Creek, and Late group B, Odell Lake granodiorites. The

ages are plateau ages that represent the cooling of the plutons

be1 argon retention temperatures. The biotite age-spectrum

dates from the Uphill Creek granodiorite are younger than those

at Pear Lake and were interpreted by Snee to represent sloci cooling of

the pluton compared to the Pear Lake area. The longer cooling was

interpreted to result fran deeper levels of emplacement (8-10 kin) in

The five muscovite samples are from mineralized quartz veins

and pegmatites. Samples OL-033 and OL-035 are from the Ibex Mine,

south of Schwinegar Lake, and their plateau ages of 66 0 ± 0.3 and

66.1 ± 0 3, respectively, are indistthguisbable at two sigma. These

data are also iistinguishab1e from nearby biotite plateau dates.

The pegitatite samples are located northwest of Baldy Lake and next to

Sand Lake. The ages of the pegmatites, except for sample OL-039, are

indistinguishable at two sigma from the ages of the mineralized quartz

veins. The plateau age of 64 7 ± 0.3 Ma fran sample OL-039 is

distinguishable from the ages of the other pegmatites at Odell Lake

and may represent a later event or it may record a longer period of
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The average age of mineralization at Odell Lake, 66.2 * 0 3

Ma, is younger than the ages of mineralization at Armor Creek and

Pear lake, 67 7 ± 0 1 and 67 9 ± 0.3 Ma, respectively. This may

represent a separate mineralizing event or slow cooling after a

mineralizing event contenoraneous with those at Pear Lake and Armor

Creek.
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StJNMARY AND ONUJSIONS

Pear Ie

(1) oxygen-isotope fractionations between coexisting mineral

phases icate slight disequilibri.mt conditions or unusually

small primary fractionations. Horever, they do not indicate the

presence of large scale mateoric circulation.

(2) There is no apparent zanation of & 8 or GD isotopic ratios

around the Pear Lake area.

(3) The fluids in equilibrium with vein minerals are not of

ieteoric isotopic cososition and the isotopic signature of

the fluids was re likely produced by the evolution of nagmatic

fluids at low water to rock ratios and decreasing temperatures.

(4) Quartz-magnetite fractionation temperatures indicate that

the mineralized veins were placed at 42(i' * 1OD C.

(5) Hatcgenization temperatures from fluid inclusions indicate

that mineralization took place at a pressure of approx-

iinately 2 kbars.

(6) Eight 40Ar,/r thermal release spectra from vein muscovites

indicate that mineralization took place at 67.9 * 0 3 Ma,

after the host rock had cooled below 2800 C.

(7) argon spectra from the host rock biotites are only locally

disturbed, indicating that mineralization was not associated

with large scale hydrothermal circulation, but locally the

temperature was high enough to reset biotite dates.
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(1) Equilibrium conditions are indicated by oxygen isotopic

fractionations between coexisting mineral phases.

(2) Whole rock oxygen isotopic ratios of Precambrian metased-

imentary rocks within the zone of brecciation are altered

but the oxygen isotopic effects of alteration do not extend

beyond the area of meqascopic argihic alteration.

(3) The fluids in equilibrium with the vein minerals and breccia.

matrix are of non-meteoric isotopic composition and are

isotopicahly similar to those at Pear Lake.

(4) A 40Ar?r age-spectrum plateau-date from a vein

imscovite is 67.7 * 0 3 Ma, and is indistinguishable from

the age of mineralization at Pear lake.

Odell Lake

(1) Oxygen isotope fractionations between coexisting mineral

phases indicate local disequilibrium conditions.

(2) Whole rock &18o values do not indicate widespread fluid

circulation.

(3) The fluids in equilibrium with the vein minerals and breccia

matrix are of non-meteoric isotopic composition and are

isotopically similar to those at Pear Lake.

(4) The quartz-magnetite fractionation temperature of a mineral-

ized vein is 490 + 10°C.

(5) Four Ar/3r age spectra from mineralized veins and

pegmatites yield an average age of 66.2 + 0.3 Ma, which is dis-
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tinguishable from the age of mineralization at Armor Creek

arid Pear Lake. This difference may indicate separate events

or longer cooling of the Odell Lake area.

(6) One muscovite 40r/r age-spectrum date from the ist

northwestern pegmatite is younger than all of the other Odell

Lake saitles. The age spectrum date may represent second age

of pegmatite 1acnt or it may have resulted from longer

cooling.

Oxygen and hydrogen isotopic data from the Pear Lake, Armor

Creek, and Odell Lake areas of the Pioneer Mountains, Montana,

indicate that mineralization occurred at high teitperatures arid

the fluid: in the molybdenun systems was magniatic in origin. The

nlybdenum systems at Pear Lake and Odell Lake were both small arid

short-lived. The exposed molybdenum system at Armor Creek is larger

and was formed by multiple episodes of brecciation. The mineralizing

fluid for all three areas was restricted to areas of visible alter-

ation. These conclusions are supported by 40Ar/39Ar thermal release

data. The ages of mineralization at Pear Lake and Armor Creek are

indistinguishable, whereas the age of mineralization at Odell Lake is

younger. Further investigations are necessary to determine whether

the ages reflect different mineralization events or longer cooling in

the Odell Lake area. The combination of stable isotopes and 0Ar/39Ar

tecbniques appears to be a very useful approath for understanding the

chemical arid thermal character of a mineralizing system and should

prove useful in evaluating other hydrothermal systems.
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The following discussion is a brief suimtary of scrt of the

basic principles of stable isotope geochemistry necessary to

understand mineral deposition in the Pioneer Mountains. For a

nre coit1ete review see Fixnan and 0 'Neil, (1976), and Taylor,

(1974, 1979).

Oxygen isotopic analyses of minerals and rocks have proved in-

valuable for interpretation of water-rock interactions and for

geotheznEtry of igneous and matancrphic rocks and their hydro-

thermally altered eqñVa1ents (Bottixiga and Javoy, 1973; Criss and

Taylor, 1983; Javoy, 1977; O'Neil and Silbexinan, 1974; O'Neil and

Clayton, 1964; Sheppard et al., 1971; Sheppard and. Taylor, 1974;

Taylor, 1968, 1974, 1978, and 1979). Two important results of early

investigations of oxygen isotopes are that (1) certain naturally

occurring mineral phases are enriched in 180 with respect to 1

relative to other mineral phases and (2) the difference in the 180/1 6o

ratio varies consistently in nature. The preferential incorporation

of 180 in a mineral is related to oxygen bonding. In turn, bonding of

oxygen is dependent on crystal bond strengths and ionic mass re-

lationships that vary according to temperature, but independently of

pressure (Clayton et al. , 1975; Finan and 0 'Neil, 1977; Taylor,

1967).

Taylor (1967) listed minerals according to their affinity to

concentrate (Table 8). This systematic trend in fraction-
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Table 8. Catunon plutoriic mine
increasing tery
eqjiilibriuiu isotopic
Taylor, 1967)

als 1ist in order of their
a concentrate 18 during
exxthange. (dapted f.xu

Minerals $O value

l.Quartz High
2. 1kali-fe1dspar, albite
3. Na-rich plagioclase
4. ca-rich plagioclase
5. Muscovite
6. Horriblere
7. Biotite
8. lorite
9. Magnetite L.z



ation has been combined with those of laboratory experiments and

theoretical calculations to derive tperatures of mineral for-

matton. Oxygen isotopic fractionation is frequently expressed in the

general range of 200 to 1000 C by the relationship:

1000 I i- 2 A + B (10/ T2)

where 1000 In is the difference in permil value of mineral 1 and

2 A and B are experimentally derived fractionation coefficients

that vary for each mineral, and T is the absolute temperature

(K°). Teratures derived in this manner will only be valid if: (1)

the measured mineral fractionations represent the original equilibrii.nn

fractionations at the tiite of crystallization, (2) the fractionation

coefficients are valid, (3) the minerals have not undergone subsolidus

re-equilibration, and (4) the mineral is not zoned. However, Taylor

and his coworkers have shown that due to slow cooling and enlacnt

at shallow levels, many plutonic mineral assemblages are in disequil-

ibrium because of interaction with circulating, heated meteoric waters

(Magaritz and Taylor, 1977; Taylor, 1977, 1978; Criss and Taylor,

1983). Therefore, minerals may re-equilibrate with the circulating

fluid and will not retain their original isotopic values. In ad-

dition, mineral-mineral fractionation curves are derived by combining

irdependent laboratory mineral-water equilibration curves, not through

direct measurement of mineral-mineral equilibration. Combining two

separate sets of experimental data derived under different laboratory

conditions may introduce systematic error. Other sources of error in
the experimental fractionation coefficients may be brought about by

the use of aqueous salt solutions to enhance the rate of reaction

(.iesdell, 1974) and extrapolation of partial exchange reactions to
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estinate fractionation factors at low temperatures.

Recently, Matsuhisa et al. (1978, 1979) conbined the analysis of

three isotopes ( 16o, 180) and the use of pure water to elim-

inate prob1 of partial exchange and solute effects at high

pressure, respectively, during equilflratiori of the system qiaxtz-

albits-anorthite-water. This mathod alleviated sate of the inherent

problems of slow rates of exchange during laboratory equilibrations,

but their data are only for the system qj.iartz-albite-anorthite-water.

When the constants of Matsuhisa et al. (1979) are combined with other

laboratory curves, two sets of data derived urxer different laboratory

conditions again would be mixed, and could also yield inconsistent

results.

However, Bottiriga and Javoy (1973, 1975) and Javoy (1977) combined

experiiintal1y derived fractionation curves and. fractionations

observed in nature to derive euirica1 fractionation constants for

major mineral phases (Table 1). In some cases these constants differ

significantly from previous studies, but they are re internauy

consistent and produce reasonable equilibration temperatures for

co-existing mineral pairs front previously published oxygen isotopic

data. Further, isotopic equilibrium may be evaluated because (n)

minerals from a single sample will yield (n-i) independently de-

termined fractionation teirperathres. If the fractionation temper-

atures of each mineral pair are the sama, barring coincidence, then

oxygen isotopic iilibriunt is dnstrated for the sample.

Isotopic re-equilibration may result during the 1acement and

slow cooling of an ignecus pluton. If re-equilibration is solely the

product of slow cooling and isotopic exchange occurs equally in all
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minerals during cooling, then equilibrium will be maintained, but

estimated tertperatures of crystallization will be lower than those

estimated from laboratory petrologic experiments. On the other band,

if isotopic re-eqii]ibration is caused by circulation of an external

fluid (a fluid that is in disequilibrium with the rock), the calc-

ulated teratures of separate mineral pairs shaild not agree,

because each mineral is affeoted differently during disequilibrium

conditions (O'Neil and Clayton, 1964; Taylor, 1967). Based on

exchange rates in laboratory experimental systems (O'Neil and Clayton,

1964; O'Neil and Taylor, 1967, 1969; Clayton et al., 1972) and

isotopic relations in natural systems (Garlick and Epstein, 1967;

Hoerries and Freidrichsen, 1978), Brigham (1984) listed minerals in the

order of their resistance to re-equilibration (Table 9). Quartz

is very resistant to exchange due to its high ionic bond strength;

alkali feldspar is the i'ccst susceptible to exchange. The differing

rates of exchange between separate minerals and a circulating fluid

will provide means to establish the size of hydrothermsl system that

would produce disequilibrit.nn conditions in the host rock.

A del of fluid circulation and alteration in a copper-ixlbdentnn

porphyry system, is shown in Figure 18, based on the work of Iwe1l

and Guilbert (1970) and Taylor (1974). If mineralization is due to

large scale hydrothermal circulation or fluids emanating from a

central source, then a zonation defined by oxygen isotope disequil-

ibrium fractionations in the host rock minerals should be present in

the upper and peripheral portions of the system. Evidence similar to

this was observed by Green et al. (1983) who noted a 6 8o depletion

halo for the iroko massive sulfide deposits, Japan, which extend
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Table 9. Relative resistance to oxygen isotope exchange
ng cn minerals in plutonic rocks

(after Brigham, :1.984).

Mineral

Garnet
Quaztz
Nagnetite Increasing resistance to
Muscovite oxygen isotope eange
Biotite
Plagioclase
.].kali-feldspar
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Figure 18. Hypothetical model of fluid circulation and isotopic
disequilibrin in a copper molybdenn porphyry system
(adapted from Lowell and Guilbert, 1970, and Taylor,
1974).



beyond the megascopicafly defined alteration affects and standard

trace and minor element anomalies.

The oxygen isotope portion of this investigation was designed to

determine if isotopic disequilibritmi was imposed on mineral pairs

from the host rock during hydrothermal activity associated with

1acement of the u1ybden.un systems in the Pioneer Moi.thtains,

Montana. In addition, oxygen isotope fractionations have been used to

estimate the formation temperatures of the quartz-magnetite-nl1xIenum

veins.

The deuterin values of igneous rocks are a very sensitive in-

dicator of interaction between the rock and extraneous fluids (see

reviews by Sheppard, 1977; Taylor, 1979). Igneous rocks within the

compositional range of the Pioneer batholith, granites to granD-

diorites, contain approximately 50 weight percent oxygen and up to

0 11 weight percent hydrogen (1 wt. % H20) (Nockolds et al., 1978).

Therefore, interaction with a small aiiunt of fluid, of a different

isotopic cosition, will significantly affect the D/H ratios of the

hydroxyl-bearing minerals without affecting the l8i ec ratios of the

oxygen-bearing phases. Only at extremely low water to rock ratios

will trapped hydroxyl ions affect the D/H ratio of the hydrothermal

fluid.

Analyses of D/H ratio of biotite and hornblende from igneous rocks

have yielded consistent values from -50 to 85°/co (Taylor, 1979).

Esthnates of the isotopic composition of meteoric waters in southwest

Montana at the time of mineralization in the Pioneer Mountains are
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between -90 to -120°,e (Lawrence, 1970; Sheppard et al., 1969; Taylor,

1974). Experiments by Suzuoki ai Epstein (1976) have documented that

during the interaction of a hydrothermal fluid with rock, the fluid is

enriched in deuteriiuu relative to icst minerals. Therefore, in the

Pioneer Mountains, circulation of meteoric fluids would result in low

D/H values of hydrogen-bearing minerals ax these values should differ

significantly frca expected igneous values. If circulation of

meteoric fluids is centered about a mineralizing system, like that in

Figure 18, then a zonation of increased deuterium depletion toward the

center should occur in the upper ar peripheral portions of the

In order to determine the isotopic cosition of a fluid in

equilibrium with a mineral at the tii of formation, the mineral-water

fractionation factor must be known. The fractionation factors for

nniscovite-water ard biotite-water are those of Suzuoki ani Epstein

(1976) (Table 1).

Analyses of the hydrogen-bearing minerals frcat the Pioneer bath-

olith ard n1ydenum-bearing systems provides a more conlete evalu-

ation of the hydrothermal fluid systems associated with mineralization

in the Pioneers. In addition, when cbined with the oxygen isotopic

data, knowledge about the source of the hydrothermal fluid associated

with mineralization may be obtained.




